Deliveroo strike in Bristol: gig
economy workers fight back
Resistance to the poverty pay and union-busting tactics of so many zero-hour and gig economy employers is gathering
momentum.
At 6.00pm on Friday 18 January, Deliveroo riders in Bristol
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themselves through the sweat of their workers. In

A spirited action
After a short rally on College Green in the city centre, the
riders formed a cortege that took to the streets, honking
horns and blocking traffic. They proceeded to carry out a
series of mini occupations of some of the major customers
of Deliveroo in the city – Mission Burrito, Wagamama and
KFC. At each restaurant, motorcycle couriers parked on the
street outside, flashing lights and blasting horns, while the
rest of the demonstrators occupied the establishment in
question. The protestors made it clear that they had no
argument with the customers or the workers at each venue,
but were there to ask the restaurant managers to put
pressure on Deliveroo management and demand that the
drivers’ wages should be raised. In each case, they were
successful in persuading managers to ring Deliveroo and
pass on this message, along with a complaint that they were
being put to serious inconvenience as a result of the
company’s parsimonious intransigence. More pressure was
put on Deliveroo HQ by the high turnout for the strike, which
meant that the company had to refund both customers (for
orders not delivered) and restaurants (for being unable to
provide the promised service). The riders were steadfast in
insisting that if their demands were not met, strike action
will continue on a regular basis until the management is
ready to talk to them collectively. (So far, Deliveroo has been
adamant that it will talk to drivers individually but not
together.) CPGB-ML members were with the strikers during
this spirited action. The text of their leaflet is reproduced

Deliveroo’s case, riders are not only sweated through the
imposition of piecework conditions (being paid per drop at
an extremely low rate), but actually find that the need to
speed up their drop rate forces them to put their lives on the
line – driving or cycling recklessly fast in heavy or otherwise
dangerous traffic conditions (eg, poor visibility from dark,
rain, etc). Bosses and owners are reaping huge rewards
through pay packets and bonuses while paying starvation
wages and denying any responsibility for their workforce,
who have no sick pay, no holiday pay, no pensions, no cover
in case of accidents that prevent working, no guaranteed
minimum wage – no security of any kind, in fact. This is the
capitalists’ dream scenario: a totally dispensable and
replaceable workforce with no rights and no comeback
against any action the company might choose to take. No
wonder Deliveroo has fought tooth and nail to prevent
workers challenging the legal fiction of ‘self-employment’.
The company’s bosses hide behind this convenient lie,
promoting the myths of ‘flexibility’ and ‘control’ in their job
advertisements while pushing down pay every chance they
get. When rival Take Eat Easy went out of business in 2016,
for example, UberEats and Deliveroo were quick to take
advantage of their consolidated position as the main
employers of riders to push down rates of pay. Similarly,
both companies have made a point of building up an
overlarge pool of riders in order to create maximum
competition among workers for every job, thus pitting worker
against worker in the interests of keeping drop rates as low
as possible. Further downward pressure on wages can be

below.

expected if the planned takeover of Deliveroo by UberEats,

Significance of the strike

Bristol’s Deliveroo riders have drawn the correct conclusion

Although carried out by delivery couriers at a single
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trade-union representation. If the working class is to get up

means of any business to provide a living wage for its staff.
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outrageous ones – they are, in fact, recognised by the
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United Nations as inalienable human rights. If the capitalists

themselves working intolerable hours to try to make ends

can’t manage to pay decent wages out of their obscene

meet and support their families. Workers who organise to

profits, it is clear they are not fit to be in charge. Deliveroo

fight back and improve their lot often face criticism from

bosses’ behaviour is a stark reminder of the fact that

people who should be supporting them. Capitalist

workers don’t get anything by asking nicely. Capitalism isn’t

propaganda tells us that strikers are just greedy and are

reasonable; it makes its profits at the expense of the

already paid too much, pitting worker against fellow worker.

workers. If we want to secure a decent life for ourselves and

But in reality, all workers ultimately have the same interests,

our families, we have to recognise that our interests are

and a victory for one group is a victory for us all. Regardless

entirely opposed to those of our rulers. The CPGB-ML stands

of age or the reason for working, everyone should be

in solidarity with all those who are fighting back against

guaranteed a job, and everyone should be guaranteed a

living wage as a human right. If we allow the capitalists to
enforce bad conditions on one set of workers today,
tomorrow they will be coming for us. Organisation is a vital
weapon in the fight for our rights. It is only when workers act
together that they can stand up for themselves and win
better pay, rights and dignity at work. The bosses may not
like it, and the government and media will attack us, but the
reality is that we make, mend and run everything in society.
Individually we are powerless; together we are a force!
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